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Mark Dinehart,
Gilbert Drexel

7:30 – 8:25 Return to Table Topics & Posters – Discussion, Questions & Comments
[Written comment forms available]
[Recorded comment area available]
8:25 – 8:30 Closure & Adjourn

Carl Moore, Facilitator
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TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC MEETING
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility and Replacement (CMRR) Project
September 16, 2008
The meeting was called to order at p.m. in the Fuller Lodge, Los Alamos, New Mexico at 6:35 p.m. by
the facilitator, Carl Moore.
[CARL MOORE, FACILITATOR]
. . . That table is called “environment.” Settlement parties, construction safety and quality [microphone
comes on], geotech. Well you see that, it’s on this map, the sheets are available. And the assumption is
that if you’d like to do it, there’ll be people available at each of those tables to talk about environment, or
any of the other topics, if you’d like to go to those topics. And, and that’s available to you if you’d like to
do that for the next ten minutes. And then at a quarter ‘til we’ll ah, ah, go over a few ground rules and
start the meeting officially. Uh, and so, please take advantage of that, because there’s information and
people to respond to any questions you’ve got. And you’ve got the map. And if you don’t have the map,
they’re, they’re at the table when you checked in. Okay.
[The meeting resumed at 6:45 p.m.]
[Slide 1]
[CARL MOORE]
If y’all will have a seat please, we’re gonna get started.
Again, welcome. My name’s Carl Moore. I live in Santa Fe. I’m, I’m a has-been university professor who
facilitates meetings. And that’s what I’ve been asked to do here. And, and I, part of my responsibility is to
make sure we move through this in the time that’s been allocated. And I’ll be happy to provide any of you
with any information about me, if you’d like to either know about me or make contact with me after the
meeting, or before the next one.
[Slide 2]
[CARL MOORE]
So we’re gonna go through a couple of orienting slides here. Um, well, let me, in fact, let me make a
couple of just logistical things. There is a sign-in sheet here. If anybody would like to make a public
comment, and time will be allowed at the end of the meeting for that comment. So, what’s important is
that you would put your name and your contact information on the sheet. By contact information, that
could be a phone number or email address or anything like that. Okay.
[CARL MOORE]
So, let us know if you would like to make public comment, and this will be made available to you.
[CARL MOORE]
These tables that have been set up here that I mentioned a few minutes ago, that were available for you to
go seek information or talk to people, will also be available, obviously, at the end of our meeting. And
time will be permitted for you to go back to those tables and maybe go to a different one or seek
additional information.
[Slide 3]
[CARL MOORE]
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Ah, so, um. We’re at 6:45. In a moment we’re gonna go over some ground rules. And make sure we are
all clear about background, purpose, and introductions, and then we’re gonna have an overview and
update. And then time will be allowed to return to the tables for raising any concerns you’ve got, raising
any questions, and then, time, if anybody signs up, to make recorded comments, will be permitted for
that. Is that all clear? Okay.
[CARL MOORE]
Um, and—
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible comment]
[CARL MOORE]
I don’t need to read to you do I?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible comment]
[CARL MOORE]
Um, background and purpose.
[JONI ARENDS, CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY]
It’s important to read the parties, in my view.
[CARL MOORE]
Okay, I’d be happy to do that then. Thanks for the suggestion. Settlement has allowed for air permitting to
be segmented to match phased project development and for public involvement. The parties include the
New Mexico Environment Department, the Department of Energy, the University of California,
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, Nuclear Watch of New Mexico, Peace Action New Mexico,
Loretto Community, the TEWA Women United, the Embudo Valley Environmental Monitoring Group,
and the New Mexico Environmental Law Center. And, as you know, the meetings are held every six
months to update the public on construction progress. Okay?
[Slide 4]
[CARL MOORE]
Um, suggestions for this meeting from the last meeting were that the LANL seismic study and the report
information be provided, written responses to the settlement party, written questions about the project, air
permitting update, more time for meeting attendees questions, answers, and information exchange. And
that explains in part the reason for the design of this meeting.
[Slide 5]
[CARL MOORE]
The ground rules are to, and, and, uh, if there are any other ground rules than these that we ought to add,
I’ll ask for those in just a minute.
•

To listen respectfully.

•

To share the conversation time with other participants.

•

To turn cell phones off or place on mute, or stun, or whatever that category is.
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•

No personal attacks. Usually what that means to me, is the group can be as hard as it needs to be
on ideas, but that’s no reason it should not be considerate of each other. So, there’s no reason to
be rude, even if you have something hard to say.

•

Um, we have a station for submitting recorded comments. If you choose to submit recorded
comments, you’ll say your name, and then speak slowly and clearly.

•

There are forms for submitting written comments. If you choose to submit such comments, in
fact, those forms are in the back of this map page. On the back there’s space if anybody wants to
submit a written comment.

•

Um, topic requests for future meetings can be left on the flip chart at any time. I’m going to
specifically ask for that just before we close today.

[CARL MOORE]
Are there any other ground rules other than these that the group needs to feel comfortable in going
forward? Okay. Ahm. Okay. We’re at the presentations that, um, ah, Mark Dinehart [LANL, Integrated
Nuclear Planning] and Gilbert Drexel [CMRR Project Leader] are going to make. Who’s going first?
Mark?
[CARL MOORE]
Do you get this? Or do you—
[MARK DINEHART, DEPUTY PROJECT DIRECTOR, INTEGRATED NUCLEAR PLANNING]
I think I get your wire there.
[MARK DINEHART]
Yeah.
[CARL MOORE]
Okay.
[UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER]
Do you have a handout?
[MARK DINEHART]
I don’t. Do we have a handout for this presentation? I don’t have a handout.
[LORRIE BONDS LOPEZ, LANL OUTREACH AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT]
Everything will be provided with the transcript at the end—
in about a month.
[Slide 6]
[MARK DINEHART, DEPUTY PROJECT DIRECTOR, INTEGRATED NUCLEAR PLANNING, LANL]
Good evening. My name is Mark Dinehart. And I am the deputy project director for Integrated Nuclear
Planning at the Laboratory. Most likely you are familiar with seeing Tim Nelson [Project director,
Integrated Nuclear Planning, Los Alamos National Laboratory] at this presentation. He’s been involved
with CMR replacement project for many years. I’ve been his deputy in his roles at the Laboratory for
about the last five years and Tim and I have actually worked together for about 15 years here at the
Laboratory.
[MARK DINEHART]
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Um, Gil and I would like to refer to ourselves as the B-team, because, as you know, Steve Fong [Project
Manager, Los Alamos Site Office, NNSA/DOE] is usually here as well, and he’s not here to night. So the
B-team is gonna take over. I’m sorry Tom [Whitaker, Project Manager, Los Alamos Site Office, NNSA],
I’m gonna offend somebody—
[laughter]
[MARK DINEHART]
The goal is that [laughter] at the end of this meeting the B-team will ask you if this was the best meeting
there has been, and hopeful you’ll agree that this was the best meeting. We are trying a new format. So,
please give us some feedback on that information.
[MARK DINEHART]
What I’m gonna cover for you today is simply the introduction to the project. If you’ve been to these
meetings the last five times, you’ll know the project pretty well but realize there are people in the
audience that don’t understand some of the basic details of the project. So we’ll go through those fairly
quickly and then move into the table [conversations]. So you can go to my first slide.
[Slide 7]
[MARK DINEHART]
The CMR project stands for Chemistry [and] Metallurgy Research Replacement Project. I will, if
somebody will keep track, I’ll make a dollar donation to the United Way for every acronym we use
tonight that we don’t define for you. We are very bad, at that, so please raise your hand and remind me
that we’re using acronyms. That’s not a good thing to do.
[MARK DINEHART]
Ah, in the project documentation, this is a very formal project within the Department [of Energy], uh, and
we have a very clear document that tell us what the mission need statement is. We’ve used this every
time. I’ll read this to you. “The CMR Replacement Project seeks to relocate and consolidate mission
critical CMR capabilities.” If you are not aware, there is a CMR building that we are replacing. This is a
picture of the 1949 construction site when the building was started. You’ll notice the vintage automobiles
on this site. [Points to picture at lower left of slide.] And this is a picture of the completed building that
sits on Laboratory property today. [Points to picture at lower right of slide.] We are trying “to relocate and
consolidate mission critical capabilities at Los Alamos National Laboratory to ensure continuous support
of NNSA—okay, tell me what NNSA stands for—National Nuclear Security Agency—
[UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER]
Administration.
[MARK DINEHART]
Administration, very good, thank you—stockpile stewardship and management strategic objectives.” I’m
not sure I could tell you what “management strategic objectives” are, but they are all rolled up in, in the
programs associated with NNSA’s weapons program and stockpile stewardship efforts. “[T]hese
capabilities are necessary to support the current and directed stockpile work and campaign activities at
Los Alamos National Laboratory beyond 2010.”
If you’ve been to previous meetings you’ll know that the authorization basis, the license to operate CMR,
is currently valid through 2010. And that was the date targeted to move the CMRR project to replace that
project. Obviously there have been delays in when this project will fully replace the CMR facility. Go to
the next [slide].
[Slide 8]
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[MARK DINEHART]
Ah, two of the major components of this building, and the activities that we are trying to replace are, are
characterized as analytical chemistry and material characterization. That is what we currently do in the
CMR Building, the Chemistry [and] Metallurgy Research Building that was built in the 50s. We
commonly refer to that as “AC/MC.” I will try to use analytical chemistry and material characterization
for you today.
[MARK DINEHART]
In describing analytical chemistry, I’ll tell you that analytical chemistry, if you’ve heard of analytical
chemists, or you’ve heard of chemists, these chemists are doing, uh, wet chemistry on machines that are
common across the industry, and most all industries. And they are using those instruments to tell us
what’s happening to our nuclear materials. They are telling us whether we’ve got the right quantity of
nuclear materials, whether we are throwing away the right quantity of nuclear materials, whether we’ve
got weapons that’ll last for a long time. That analytical chemistry information, how much material is
there, what form it is, is giving us the information we need to operate and do those missions. Very
common techniques that you would find in industry, for instance in the semi-conductor industry, an
analytical chemist would tell you what’s in the water that he’s washing the semi-conductor chip with.
We’ll do the same thing. We’ll need to know the basic characteristics of all our chemical processes
through analytical chemistry.
[MARK DINEHART]
Material characterization is mostly, um, it’s a broad field, but the primary activity that happens here is
metallography. So we’re looking at the characteristics of metals or oxides, not using analytical chemistry
instruments, but using other instruments that a metallographer would use so that we can understand the
properties of plutonium metal or plutonium oxide in, ah, in a, more of a material characterization sense.
Very common techniques. Obviously we’ve used these for many, many years. They are currently housed
in the CMR Building, the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research [Building], and we’re trying to move
those.
[MARK DINEHART]
The key point on the slide is that the CRM analytical chemistry and material characterization capabilities
support core programs at Los Alamos [Laboratory]. If you look across the instruments that we are placing
in this new building and the instruments that exist in the current building, they support every program at
Los Alamos that has anything to do with nuclear materials. So, everything from plutonium weapons, to
waste management, to our ability to do material control and accountability on nuclear materials. Um. Our
nonproliferation programs, we need to know where that plutonium is, where those materials are, where
that nuclear material is, not just plutonium. Um, a wide variety of programs across the board, including
material disposition, getting rid of plutonium. We need to know that we got rid of it or where it’s at, how
we are handling it.
[MARK DINEHART]
Um, the CMR replacement facility will replace those capabilities at CMR. So it’ll provide a physical
means for accommodating the continuation of those activities at the Chemistry [and] Metallurgy Research
facility once it’s shut down. Um.
[MARK DINEHART]
And it will do that in a safe, secure, and environmentally sound manner. And I think you’ll see that as you
go through the posters tonight. The attention that the project is paying toward safety, security, and
environmentally compliant [activities]. The project itself seeks opportunities to modernize those
operations that are currently at CMR. That’s not real challenging when you saw the cars that were there.
Obviously the facility, uh, the opportunities for us to modernize what’s happening at the Chemistry [and]
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Metallurgy Research facility are, are, uh, large. We have a lot of opportunities to do that. And you’ll see
some of those around the room tonight, those opportunities.

[MARK DINEHART]
With, with the safe, secure, and environmentally sound, we are also looking for opportunities to reduce
the overall footprint of the current CMR Building with the new building that we are talking about. And
we’ll actually talk about two facilities that I’ll try to discuss in a second. We’ll also, um, go through,
when I get to another slide, we’ll show you how moving the CMR Building closer to the existing nuclear
facility, plutonium facility, improves our security posture and will reduce our security costs. Right now
they are separated by some distance and we have to maintain two security envelopes. Once we reduce
those to the same site, we can reduce those security costs. Okay?
[UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER]
[Inaudible words without microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
Yes?
[UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER]
[Inaudible words without microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
Yes? I’m sorry. Thank you.
[More inaudible voices without microphone]
[Slide 9]
[MARK DINEHART]
So the scope of the project is important. We talked about the Chemistry [and] Metallurgy Research
[Building] replacement. And we are replacing a single building, a very large single building, with actually
two facilities, two buildings. Those are the Radiological Laboratory Utility Office Building. (I did not
come up with that name.) Um, we refer to that as “the RLUOB,” [pronounced rue’lob] believe it or not.
And it is a radiological laboratory, with laboratories that you’ll see under construction, a utility building
that supports not only this building [points to the picture on the left of the slide], the radiological lab, but
the nuclear facility that I’ll talk about in a second, and a utility building, oh I’m sorry, and an office
building that just supports the workers that are currently at CMR that would be transferred over. So, an
office building, a utility building to support both functions, and a radiological laboratory, uh, consisting
of, uh, 30 laboratories? Is that correct?
[UNIDENTIFIED VOICE OFF MICROPHONE]
Twenty-four.
[MARK DINEHART]
Twenty-four? Okay. Um, actually most of that is written right here for you. So, almost 20 thousand
square feet of radiological laboratory space. Centralized utilities. Office space for 350 workers. A
consolidated training facility. Uh, and a facility incident command and emergency response capabilities
that support that whole nuclear complex when it’s constructed.
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[MARK DINEHART]
The status of that radiological laboratory utility office building is it is under construction and I believe
you’ll see that extensively tonight. Um, an important part of that project is the equipment that goes into
that building. So we are building a shell of a building. We’re building the lab space, we’re building all the
utility support for that, and then we’re putting very highly specialized equipment into those laboratories.
Um, and that equipment, um, includes this, this other phase that we are showing you on this part of the
slide, shows you that we’re gonna put lab room equipment and finishes in there, all the security
equipment and telecommunications, and all the final tie-ins. So, I think in the past we’ve showed you
what a glovebox looks like. We’ve showed you how operations are done in a glovebox. We’ll be glad to
go through that in the poster session tonight. Most of these operations are either done in gloveboxes or
hoods or analytical pieces of instruments that I’ve shown you or talked to you about earlier. Cathy
[Flavin], you have, you have some pictures of gloveboxes and open-front hoods?
[CATHY FLAVIN, FIRST LINE MANAGER, CMRR, PROJECT ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING SERVICES
DIVISION]
[Inaudible response without microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
Yeah, we have—

[CATHY FLAVIN]
[Inaudible response without microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
Okay. So the actual construction of the building is, uh, basedlined and in construction. You can see the
cost at 164 million. “TPC” stands for total project costs. And the equipment that goes in there is currently,
the baseline for that activity is being reviewed currently, and we are expecting to start procurement later
this year, of that equipment that’ll support that laboratory. Okay.
[MARK DINEHART]
The other part of the CMR replacement project is the nuclear facility. The nuclear facility is obviously a
much larger facility. It has a similar amount of laboratory space, just over 20 thousand square feet of lab
space. It also has a large storage vault. Special nuclear materials storage vault that’ll hold about six metric
tons of material, nuclear material. And, in the scope of that project, once again, is this special facility
equipment that’ll go into that building, all the analytical chemistry, all the material characterization
instruments, as well as the gloveboxes and hoods and things like that.
[MARK DINEHART]
Um, its baseline is under development. And it is currently in a status of trying, of preparing for final
design to start. So, in the lingo of construction language, it’s gone through a prelim— it’s gone through a
conceptual design, hold me accountable for this guy, it’s gone through a preliminary design, and it’s now
in the mode of just getting ready to move into final design. Okay. Those are all words that are very
standard in the Department of Energy language on how to manage a large construction project.
[MARK DINEHART]
Any questions about those two facilities? So, we are building two facilities. And actually the next slide
gives you a little representation of how those facilities fit together.
[Slide 10]
[MARK DINEHART]
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If you don’t drive up and down Pajarito Road very much any more, which you probably don’t, this is the
existing plutonium facility. It’s been there since it became operational in 1978. I think it started design
and construction in 1972. It sits here, and next to it, um, under construction currently right now is the
radiological laboratory and utility office building, which you’ll see pictures of, that are going up now.
And the, the building that is preparing to go into final design is the nuclear facility. So you’ll see the
difference in size of those buildings, and all that’s really related to the safety and security equipment
because this nuclear facility has significantly larger quantities of nuclear material than the radiological
laboratory has in it. So it has a lot more infrastructure to insure safety, security, and environmental
compliance. Okay. Questions for me?
[MARK DINEHART]
I think Gil’s [Drexel] gonna talk about something else, but yes, go ahead.
[SCOTT KOVAC, NUCLEAR WATCH OF NEW MEXICO]
Could we go back a slide?
[MARK DINEHART]
We can. And I can get out of the way.
[MORRISON BENNETT, TRANSCRIBER]
Please say your name each time you ask a question.
[SCOTT KOVAC]
Scott Kovac.
[MARK DINEHART]
So we can go back. If that’s okay with you. Yes, Scott?
[Slide 9]
[MARK DINEHART]
Space utilization, right?
[SCOTT KOVAC]
The six metric tons of the special nuclear material, where is that now?
[MARK DINEHART]
Um, probably not any one place where I could tell you. So some of it is in TA-55, in the plutonium
facility. TA-55 stands for “Technical Area 55.” You can tell I don’t want to make a buck donation.
[laughter]
[MARK DINEHART]
Um, there’s a vault in the, in the plutonium facility that houses material. Some of that material will be
moved to this location. Some of that material is in the current CMR Building, Chemistry [and] Metallurgy
[Research] replacement facility; and I think the rest of it’s probably undefined across the complex.
[SCOTT KOVAC]
Okay.
[MARK DINEHART]
Yeah.
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[SCOTT KOVAC]
And then can I ask another question?
[MARK DINEHART]
Yeah.
[SCOTT KOVAC]
I’m Scott Kovac again.
[MORRISON BENNETT, TRANSCRIBER]
I just realized, I’m not gonna’ be able to get you on the tape anyway without a microphone.
[SCOTT KOVAC]
Oh.
[MARK DINEHART]
Do I need to get him one?
[MORRISON BENNETT]
Yes.
[MARK DINEHART]
Okay. Can we get a microphone for him?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
He’s used a microphone. He’s been here.
[SCOTT KOVAC]
Um, what is the square footage of the nuclear facility? The total square footage?
[MARK DINEHART]
Uh, let’s see, who can give me the exact number? Cathy [Flavin] can you remember the exact number?
[CATHY FLAVIN, OFF MICROPHONE]
I don’t remember the exact number. It’s like two hundred and sixty-eight [Continues with inaudible
words]
[MARK DINEHART]
Since it’s in design it floats around a little bit. But I’d say it’s 240, 250 thousand square feet gross. Right?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible words off microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
What’d you say? Two eighty?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Two hundred seventy plus.
[MARK DINEHART]
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Two hundred and seventy plus.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible words]
[MARK DINEHART]
Go ahead.
[CATHY FLAVIN]
Of that, only the twenty-two thousand feet is lab space. The rest is, there’s an ops building to provide
HVAC support and fire suppression support, which is probably about a third of the space. The lab
building has HEPA filters and stuff on the basement and mezzanine floor and then the vault is the rest of
that, so, the entire building is about 270 thousand.
[Inaudible conversations without microphones]
[MARK DINEHART]
Cathy.
[CATHY FLAVIN]
Cathy Flavin. I’m the project engineering manager.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Just hang onto that Cathy.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
You can pass.
[JAY COGHLAN, NUCLEAR WATCH OF NEW MEXICO]
My name is Jay Coghlan, with Nuclear Watch [of] New Mexico. Now you just said that gross square
footage to the nuclear facility is 270 thousand square feet. And that’s significantly higher than I believe
I’ve heard before. So, that’s interesting.
[JAY COGHLAN]
In the complex transformation supplemental programmatic environmental impact statement, there is an
alternative for nine thousand additional square feet of so-called lab space, which I think is better
described as processing space. Um, but is that additional processing space going forward at this particular
period in time? In design, of course.
[MARK DINEHART]
It is not going forward. At any, in any design we have on the books right now, that nine thousand
additional square [feet] is simply an option in the preferred alt—, in the alternative cases. It’s nowhere in
the design space that we’ve moved forward is nine thousand extra square feet of processing space, which
is, lab space, processing space.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, without microphone]
[MARK DINEHART]
Good? Okay? Thank you.
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[GIL DREXEL, LANL CMRR PROJECT LEADER]
Am I live? Good evening. My name is Gil Drexel. I’m the CMRR— I’m gonna donate two thousand
dollars to the United Way, just right now—
[laughter]
[GIL DREXEL]
—project director. I am the deputy to Rick Holmes [Division Leader, CMRR Division Office, LANS],
which you’re probably familiar with. He was kinda Dan Aykroyd up here. He’s got [lowers voice] that
kinda voice. Ahm. My background. I’m new to the CMRR project. I’ve been here since March of this
year. I’ve been off and on supporting the project since July of last year. I’ve come from 28 years of
nuclear industry, from engineering, construction startup, operations, maintenance, and decommissioning.
[Slide 11]
[GIL DREXEL]
The overall facilities we have here—go to the next slide—and I wanna put a pitch in for Mark [Dinehart].
Mark’s organization integrates all the nuclear facilities on, on, on the Lab. A key element that allows us to
assure that the things that we are doing with the new line item project that we are putting in place is
consistent with the Lab’s approach as well as the complex within the NNSA. And so, I just wanna let
know, even though we’re the B-Team, we actually know what we’re doing.
[MARK DINEHART]
Don’t think we’re the A-Team.
[GIL DREXEL]
Yeah. High-level schedule. This gives you an idea of progress. And these are some of things that uh,
currently we just went through a very thorough independent review from the Office of Engineering
Construction Management to evaluate our overall progress on the project. So, we get checked, double
checked, and triple checked, to make sure that we’re following all the critical decisions that are required
on the project. So, if you notice, back in 2002, we went through a Critical Decision 0. What that basically
did is define the mission need to replace the Chemistry [and] Metallurgy Research facility. 2004, the
environmental impact statement Record of Decision was signed. 2005, our Critical Decision 1, we
obtained authorization that approved the alternative selection and cost range. And what that means, is, we
put together a, what they consider a CD-1, or Critical Decision 1, um, Class 3 estimate. And what that
does, it takes into account all the quantities, the initial, ah, um, design out of CD-0, and basically defines
what the cost range is gonna to be for the entire project. As Mark [Dinehart] identified the total project
costs for the rad lab, that defined the total project cost for the new facility, as well as the rad lab.
[GIL DREXEL]
In 2005, for the rad lab, CD-2/3, that’s a combination of critical decisions— Normally in the, the DOE
process, you get a Critical Decision-2, which basically states that your design is ready for final design.
And then your Critical Decision-3 authorizes you to proceed into construction and purchase your longlead procurement items. ’Cause it takes a couple of years to get the special facility equipment. That was
granted for the rad lab. And that’s what’s currently under construction.
[GIL DREXEL]
In 2007, the rad lab equipment final design authorization, that was to allow us, for the special facility
equipment that would go into the rad lab, we gained approval to proceed with the design, and we are
currently looking at, uh, the Critical Decision-3 for the construction.
[GIL DREXEL]
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So, this year, what did we accomplish? Just that. In July of this year, just right after Fourth of July, all
rested up, we went through a[n] uh, external independent review. And that’s when the Office of
Engineering Construction Management comes in, our corporate parent organizations come in, and what
they do is what we call a “red team review.” They basically challenge the engineering output that’s been
developed for this phase of the project. They challenge the construction execution, methodology, to make
sure that that’s underpinned with some quantities and design output. They challenge our overall cost and
schedule baseline. To take what we had at CD-0, at CD-1, and make sure that we’ve evolved that into the
Critical Decision-2/3 phase. That usually takes a week or more.
[GIL DREXEL]
The report has just been generated. We’ve responded to some comments. Uh, out of probably four to five
thousand dollar— five thousand documents, uhm, the team consisted of about 14 to 15 subject matter
experts across the country, folks that have been there, done that, that have gone through and built facilities
and commissioned those facilities, and we had one finding. And what that was, is basically our baseline
did not reflect the scope of work for the facility that we are currently building and the scope that’s within
an equivalent installation. What we had done is taken some scope out of the facility, ’cause when folks
built that schedule back in that time frame, they said, “This is the best plan we have based on this time
frame, and what we know as far as the strategy.”
[GIL DREXEL]
As the design was issued, [a] construction execution plan was generated and executed. Some folks said,
“You know what, we’ve got some issues with the upper floors and all their design to support the
laboratory complex. Rather than build those uh, walls, build those supports, and then have to tear them
out during this phase of the project, let’s go ahead and pull that scope out now, and defer it into
equipment installation, so, based on design and cost, that we can avoid spending additional dollars on that
activity.” That was the only finding they found. And I’ve been through, um, eight of those EIRs, or
external independent reviews, at Savannah River, in Oak Ridge, and Portsmith and Paducah— Paducah
Kentucky, Portsmith, Ohio— uh, at the Yucca Mountain project, and others, and, uh, that’s pretty
unheard of. That just means that the project team that put that, those elements together, um, checked
themselves, and triple-checked themselves and made sure that they challenged themselves on the
technical requirements and the programmatic issues.
[GIL DREXEL]
What we also had planed for this year. And this is where Cathy Flavin, our design authority and our
project engineering manager for the CMRR project— we are going to go through a nuclear facility safety
basis and design integration and technical review. What that does, is we bring in again subject matter
experts [from] across the country, they are not tied to our project, that are considered experts and
independent of the results of this type of review. And we are gonna to perform that review to allow us, as
Mark [Dinehart] said, to proceed into final design.
[GIL DREXEL]
Future years, as we lined out 2009, -11, and from 2010 to 2016, ah, we expect to receive authorization to
proceed on our final design contract based on this successful review. And that review is right now
scheduled for about December of this year. And then we have follow-up reviews in January, February,
and March, and then we, our NNSA federal project directors will determine whether we move forward.
[GIL DREXEL]
But this piece here [points to “2010-2016 CMRR Nuclear Facility Construction”] will be the result of a
successful review here [points to “2009 CMRR Nuclear Facility Final Design Contract Authorization”].
So we expect that to happen in the latter part of next year. Probably around the September–October time
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frame. Uh, 2011, operations. Right now, and I’m gonna let Steve Overton tell us what percent complete
we are on the radiological facility—
[STEVE OVERTON, CMRR DIVISION, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT]
Fifty percent.
[GIL DREXEL]
Fifty percent.
[STEVE OVERTON]
[Inaudible words without microphone]
[GIL DREXEL]
And, uh, the expectation is in 2011, we will hand to our TA-55, Technical Area 55, operations group, a
fully operational, fully outfitted, radiological utility office facility. Did I get that right?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Yeah, close enough.
[GIL DREXEL]
[laughs] Building. And the idea here is just to kinda walk you through it. We are in construction, what
Steve Overton’s responsibility is, is to champion the completion of the project, which consists of the
engineering deliverables to, to finalize all the design for the rad, the radiological facility. The construction
activities will be complete around the March timeframe of next year. We’ll be in start-up and
commissioning of the systems related to the facility. And then we will basically go into beneficial
occupancy, which means that we can actually move in. That’s gonna happen around the June timeframe.
That’s our contract with our contractor.
[GIL DREXEL]
Then, what Steve [Overton] gets to do, is the fun stuff, where we actually take that facility and we outfit it
with lighting, furnishings, the equipment, um, the um, the architectural finishes. And between October of
2009 and October of 2010, we’ll be operating the facility, what we call in “interim ops mode,” so we can
check out all the systems that the subcontractor has turned over to us. Steve [Overton] and his team gets
to evaluate the efficiency of those systems. At that point we’ve got TA-55 folks working with us, with
Steve’s organization to make sure we deliver to the owner what they, what was sold. So that’s that oneyear window. Within that one year, and again, these are fiscal years, not calendar years.
[GIL DREXEL]
Then we will go through a lab readiness assessment. And that lab readiness assessment basically
challenges everything that happened from start all the way to this, this, point here [points to line on slide,
“2011 CMRR RLUOB Radiological Laboratory Operations”]. And what that lab readiness assessment is,
to prepare us for rad ops for the radiological facility.
[GIL DREXEL]
Between 2010 and 2016, while Steve [Overton] is, and his team, is championing the turnover to
operations activity, he is also getting prepared for construction on the nuclear facility. And that’s the, the
big prize. That’s where we’ve got—and you’ll see, based on the photos and the quantity charts that we
have over here, you’ll see the size and complexity of the facility. And that’ll happen between 2010 and
2016. So, as you can see here, right in the space here [points to last line on slide], our organization, and
we’ll grow in size to accommodate the amount of work that Cathy Flavin will be producing out of the
engineering organization, Steve Overton will be producing out of the construction and start-up
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organization, and a person that’s not here, Bob Grace [Robert E., Facility Operations Director, CMRR]
and Tom Gallegos [Operations Support, Business Systems Integration], they are part of our operations
team that will take the facility, the systems, and the equipment from Steve’s [Overton’s] organization
that’s been certified, verified by Cathy’s [Flavin’s] organization and take that from them. So that gives
you kinda an idea what’s been going on since 2002.
[Slide 12]
[GIL DREXEL]
Uh, Tom Whitaker’s [Project Manager, Los Alamos Site Office, NNSA], direction, budget update. Right
now, Herman Ledoux [Federal Project Direction, NNSA/LASO], who is the federal project director for
our project and Rick Holmes [Division Leader, CMRR Division Office, LANL] are in Washington at
headquarters working through these scenarios here. To fully fund so we can complete the rad lab, for this
year, and then follow through equipment installation and rad ops, make sure that we have the appropriate
procurement authorizations so that Cathy [Flavin] and their team can make sure that we can procure the
things that we need for the long term so they show up at the site so Steve’s [Overton’s] folks can install it,
and test it.
[GIL DREXEL]
Ah, the advanced nuclear facility design and safety, to minimize risk and prepare for final design
initiation— they are meeting with the Defense Board [Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board of the
NNSA] or the Defense Board staff to confirm that we are on the right track. Right now, Cathy Flavin is
our champion with the Defense Board. And those of you that are familiar with the Defense Board, um,
they are like the NRC, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. They are there to challenge the technical and
safety basis of the facility. And Cathy [Flavin] is one of the best in the business to, to interact with the
Defense Board. Uh, many successes on the projects she has been on.
[GIL DREXEL]
Maintain continuity for Nuclear Facility design teams. So this is a tough one, ’cause, as you folks know,
based on funding profiles, through the life cycle of a project, they go up and they go down. What we are
[doing] here is to make sure that the continuity for the nuclear facility design teams provide us the level of
funding so we can complete those designs.
[GIL DREXEL]
Mission scope/program requirements, unchanged. Again, that’s their responsibility to get with the
headquarters folks and make sure the program personnel within the NNSA are consistent and understand
where we are at on the projects, since we are in Los Alamos.
[GIL DREXEL]
This issue here, this is what happened in this past fiscal year. The budget authority was 74.5 million for
our FY08 activities. And that was a, a, success on the NNSA’s part because they had competing missions
across the complex for that funding. And we were successful to obtain that for this year.
[GIL DREXEL]
Uh, again, what we are looking at, and you are going to hear some numbers float around, but 100 million
is our planning baseline. In some avenues we are planning for 125 million; others for 90 million. But right
now we are settling in that range, and, Everett [Trollinger, Project Director, Office of Los Alamos Site
Operations, DOE] I don’t know if you wanna, comment to that?
[EVERETT TROLLINGER, PROJECT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF LOS ALAMOS SITE OPERATIONS, DOE]
[Inaudible answer without microphone.]
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[GIL DREXEL]
Okay.
[More inaudible words]
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes sir?
[JAY COGHLAN]
So again, Jay Coghlan. Um, now, as most everybody knows, we’ll probably have a continuing resolution.
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes.
[JAY COGHLAN]
That’s virtually inevitable at this point. Um, and it’s tough to say, ya’know, what Congress will do, but
probably in all likelihood, you’d revert back to FY08 levels, that is to say that 74.5. So call it a rough 25
million short of the 100-million-dollar, uh, request. Do you then slow down construction of the light lab
or do you slow down construction of the, er, design of the nuclear facility.
[GIL DREXEL]
Yeah, and the fundings that are, we’ve been working with, Everett Trollinger, federal project director that
works in this arena, we’ve come up with those, continuing resolution, between October and, say, through
February, and then fully funded after February. Continuing resolution from October to September. So the
answer is, we’ve set up strategic priorities. We, we have to keep the nuclear facility design going. We
need to finish the rad lab. So, as far as the rad lab goes, one scenario says we will complete the rad lab.
We’ll start it up, we’ll take it through beneficial occupancy, and then we’ll operate it for, at a minimum,
for, until we get through the continuing resolution. The design piece of it, there’ll be part of those dollars
that we’ll put towards the final design effort, so we can get through the technical independent project
review, get Cathy [Flavin] her authorization to authorize the subcontractors, which they are SargentLundy, Merrick, and others, to continue with that final design so we can hit Steve’s [Overton’s] targets
for new facility construction start. And what they’ve done, is they’ve worked out package scenarios.
Everybody would like to do 100% of the work based on the dollars that are available. What they’ve done
is sequence them based on, if we get a continuing resolution, through 12 months, a continuing resolution
through six months, a continuing resolution through three months, or we get fully funded. So we’ve set up
those priorities. And the goal is to complete the radiological facility ’cause the customer is looking for
that to be able to support the transition from the existing facility and continue with the nuclear facility
design. Herman Ledoux and Rick Holmes are up there [Washington] right now to make sure if, if the
House mark is zero and the Senate mark is 125, that it ends up somewhere in this range. [Points to
“(House Mark $0, Senate Mark $125M)” on slide.] If we are under continuing resolution, which is
usually what we expect, every DOE facility we’ve been at, we always talk about continuing resolution. So
we have a, a plan to implement, and then we set up those priorities. We also have priorities so if we come
in at 125, things that we can accelerate, things that we can purchase for the equipment installation and for
the nuclear facility. So one of the things, if we are in a full continuing resolution through the year, is we
would take the equipment installation work activities, and I’ll go to Steve [Overton] and say, “Okay let’s
implement our scenario for starting that work, rather than October of 2009, more towards January of
2010, to allow the budget to be allocated to the nuclear facility piece and to complete the rad lab itself.”
Have I answered your question?
[JAY COGHLAN]
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I’m not sure. [Drexel laughs] How about, give me a simple answer. Are you gonna prioritize the
radiological lab or are you gonna priori—
[GIL DREXEL]
Let me repeat what I just said—
[JAY COGHLAN]
—or are you going to prioritize design of the nuclear facility?
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes. Based on a continuing resolution [others chuckling] this [points to something on slide] is within a
continuing resolution funding profile. This [points to something else on slide] is within a continuing
resolution funding profile. This [points to a third place on slide] is not. The equipment installation will be
delayed to allow that funding profile to, to basically drop in. Everett [Trollinger], any?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS]
[Inaudible voices off microphones]
[EVERETT TROLLINGER, PROJECT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF LOS ALAMOS SITE OPERATIONS, DOE]
Everett Trollinger. I’m one of the federal project directors that, uh, end up getting stuck in the financial
realm of, of dealing with things on projects here. Um, to clarify one thing, is that [to] fully fund the rad
lab performance baseline, the 164 million dollars, that was achieved with funding we received in FY08.
There was about a remainder of, roughly, I think, about 13 million dollars remaining to fully fund the
performance baseline of the project. So, essentially what we are saying, I think, is that, if we’re in a
continuing resolution, that it’s gonna look like we, a lot like we have been in the last several years, being
held to kinda prior year’s funding, is that we look at next year probably being not much unlike this year,
with the addition of trying to get this new subsequent phase started on rad lab equipment installation. As
Gil [Drexel] mentioned, uh, under a, ya’know, much-reduced funding profile, depending upon what that
is, is potential for that to be slowed down, or paced differently than we kinda currently have planned. Um,
what we’re trying to do, I guess, in essence, is keep things balanced in some sense just to ah, ya’ know,
we are trying to minimize the impact [on] the overall project from the standpoint of losing continuity with
a design firm that is doing a superb job for the nuclear facility design and the safety integration aspects of
this project. So, um, I don’t know what else to say there. That’s about—
[JONI ARENDS, CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY, WITHOUT MICRPHONE]
So, does that mean that you are going to continue to [rest of question inaudible]
Can you just say, ya’know, [rest of question inaudible]
[GIL DREXEL]
I mean we’re, I guess I could say we are not going to lose focus on that. We are trying, again, depending
on budget, ahm, but we’re trying to keep all things in motion just to reduce the overall impact to the
project as a whole.
[JONI ARENDS]
[Inaudible question without microphone]
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
[Inaudible words] repeat the question?
[A SECOND UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible words]
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[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Joni’s question.
[ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
What was the question?
[ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
We didn’t hear it.
[JONI ARENDS, WITH MICROPHONE]
I was trying to get a “yes” or “no” answer to question about what the plan is. And basically I think I heard
that they’re gonna try to balance the radiological lab with continuing to work on the design of the nuclear
facility within the budget constraints. Um, are you all done?
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes.
[JONI ARENDS]
Okay. So I have a question. If you can go back to the previous slide.
[Slide 11]
[JONI ARENDS]
Um, CCNS has continuing concerns, and so does Senator Bingaman, about the seismic issues. And, in our
handout over there, we have an example of what the seismic was reported in the final SWEIS [Site-Wide
Environmental Impact Statement] in 1999 compared to what was reported in the draft in 2006.
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes. We’ll go through that once we complete this presentation. We have a table set up just to address that,
that question.
[JONI ARENDS]
Well, I’d like to ask it in front of everybody, please. Um,—
[GIL DREXEL]
Where’s our facilitator?
[CARL MOORE]
Here.
[GIL DREXEL]
We intend to answer that face-to-face at the table with the subject matter experts.
[JONI ARENDS]
Well, I’m—
[GIL DREXEL]
So I can complete the update on the progress of the, of the project.
[JONI ARENDS]
Well, I just asked you if you were done.
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[GIL DREXEL]
No. No, I still got a couple more to go through. I apologize.
[JONI ARENDS]
Okay. So, uh, do you have written answers to our questions that we asked in March? As part of the
interested parties.
[GIL DREXEL]
Somebody would like to answer that?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible answer from someone off microphone.]
[JONI ARENDS]
Well—
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Continues inaudible answer from off microphone.]
[JONI ARENDS]
Okay. Well we put together, what? three, four pages worth of questions. Um,—
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible words from someone off microphone.]
[JONI ARENDS]
—and we haven’t gotten answers. That presentation at the March meeting did not include answers to our
first two questions. And then we were told that we would get the answers in writing. And we still don’t
have those questions. It’s important to know that this is a two-way street. Ya’ know. We come up here.
We spend our time and our resources as part of the settlement that was reached in good faith. And the fact
that we don’t have copies of the PowerPoint [slides] tonight; we don’t have copies of this. I have to spend
a lot of time writing the details because a lot of people were not able to come tonight. I have
responsibilities to the other interested parties. And I’m frustrated. I’m frustrated that the Laboratory isn’t
living up to its commitment in terms of these meetings. I’m frustrated that I get an email saying that the
format is changed, for this meeting, ya’ know, a week beforehand. You know many of us are involved in
the RCRA [Resource Conservation and Recovery Act] negotiations. We have a heavy load as well.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible answer from someone off microphone.]
[JONI ARENDS]
So my question is, “When will we get written responses to our questions, from our questions in March?”
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible answer from someone off microphone.]
[ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible comment]
[JONI ARENDS]
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I’m not done, sir.
[More other inaudible comments from persons off microphone.]
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Go ahead.
[JONI ARENDS]
And I wanna have a larger discussion in front of everybody about the seismic issues. Senator Domeni—
excuse me, Senator Bingaman’s staff, Jonathon Epstein, met with Steve Fong [Project Manager, Los
Alamos Site Office, DOE] for half an hour about the seismic issues. There are outstanding issues. I’m
concerned that no seismic fasteners or ties were installed in the RLUOB as a precautionary approach. The
contract with Austin Commercial is based on the 1995 seismic risks. And we know that there’s a 50%
increase in the probabilistic seismic hazard, at the Laboratory, including under this building. So, how are
you all dealing with it?
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes. So we have, we have answers for you. If you, if you’ll allow me to finish, then we can get into the
tables right quick. We can do that.
[JONI ARENDS]
I would like the answers in front of everybody.
[CARL MOORE]
Well, there’s also the comment period that there will be at the end. And that would be the most
appropriate time to—
[JONI ARENDS]
—it’s not—
[CARL MOORE]
—to raise that.
[JONI ARENDS]
Excuse me, you are new to this process—
[CARL MOORE]
True. True.
[JONI ARENDS]
—new to this process. [Begins on microphone] You are new to this process.
[CARL MOORE]
Yes.
[JONI ARENDS]
—and I appreciate your being here. But this is a two-way street. We asked specific questions. We’re not
getting answered. We are in fact getting stone-walled on answers to our questions.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
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[TOM WHITAKER, PROJECT MANAGER, LOS ALAMOS SITE OFFICE, NNSA, DOE]
I’m Tom Whitaker with NNSA. Uh, so Joni, I think of the questions that you had, we’ll find out what the
status of those are. We are here to share information. That’s the purpose of these meetings. I think we’ve
been, we’ve spent a lot of effort, a lot of time, put a lot of resources together to make sure that you get the
information you need. And the approach for tonight’s meeting is just for that specific reason. So you can
ask the actual SMEs [subject matter experts] the questions that have the answers. You start asking folks
like myself and Gil [Drexel], we know things at a higher level; they have, they have the detail and the
knowledge and they are the ones that you can pick their brains on a particular issue. So that’s why we
tried this format. This is going into the third year of these meetings. So we tried to change it around. And
people had a lot of questions. We didn’t have all the answers. We brought the SMEs here so you could get
those questions. And the format that we decided was to try this out. We’ll take your comments and
feedback and go from there. But for this meeting, the format that we are following is with our SMEs at
our tables. So I, that’s what we have in place and that’s the plan. So we’ll take those comments that you
have and we’ll go from there. But for this meeting, that’s kinda where we’re at, at this point. Thanks.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Thanks a lot.
[GIL DREXEL]
Next slide.
[Slide 13]
[GIL DREXEL]
Integrated safety into design and, uh, this is something we were, we were just describing. The, the issues
related to nuclear safety fi—, uh safety design and what was codified into law, are primary design
considerations, or safety structures, systems, and components. The rad lab as well as the nuclear facility.
[GIL DREXEL]
Some of the lessons learned at, across the DOE complex that we picked up and put into the design. And
the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board, the DNFSB, ah, that has been engaged with us. Just recently
this year, were Cathy Flavin, Brad Gallimore [Safety & Authorization Basis Group, CMRR Division
Office], and their team interacted with our design agencies to basically cover areas of nuclear safety basis
review. Safety class fire protection system review. These are some of the things that, uh, are one-of-akind for our nuclear facility. How we determine the safety systems. We’ve had that workshop. Uh, the
participation of a, a group of subject matter experts across the complex to discuss fire safety at our
nuclear facility. And, voila! seismic/structural workshop. This workshop is scheduled for, I believe,
October, November, Cathy [Flavin]?
[CATHY FLAVIN]
[Inaudible reply off microphone]
[GIL DREXEL]
Okay. And what they are gonna discuss is all these issues here, to check for our defense-in-depth and our
implementation of those safety features.
[JONI ARENDS, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
[Inaudible words]
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
[Inaudible words]
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[JONI ARENDS, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
Can we find out who that is?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Sure.
[JONI ARENDS, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
Thank you.
[Slide 14]
[GIL DREXEL]
And, before we go any further. We’ve got five tables set up. I’m sure some of you will be very interested
in interfacing with our geotechnical, structural, seismic, and engineering design table. We’ve got Tom
Whitaker, Mike Salmon [Michael W., Team Leader, Probabilistic Structural Mechanics Team, Nuclear
Design and Analysis Group, Decision Applications Division], and Cathy Flavin at that table. Those are
the folks that are making the decisions relative to these subject areas. Those are the people that are here.
For project information and our website, which will capture feedback from the public meeting. We’ve set
up a website of, uh, questions and answers, that the intent is, is to be able to provide that publicly on what
those answers to your questions are. We got some feedback that there wasn’t timely feedback, or none at
all. So, the recommendation is, let’s put it on our web. So you can see what the answer is, and if you have
an issue with it, you can respond through the web.
[GIL DREXEL]
Environmental management. Tony Ladino [Security and Environmental Compliance Lead, CMRR
Project] and Nicole Seguin [Task Order Contractor, CMRR], uh, will provide you the subject matter
expertise on our environmental issues. They are set up right here. Uh, just to mention to you, Adam Orr
[CMRR Division Office] is with me on the project information website. I can’t drive that thing. So he’s
our expert to be able to, surf—I’m a Hawaiian guy, but he can surf through that website a lot faster than I
can.
[GIL DREXEL]
Uh, our Table Four, which has most of the posters, and the idea here was to be as transparent as we can be
on progress. And that’s our construction. Steve Overton. Our safety, Joe Honea [CMRR Safety]. And our
quality assurance, Taunia Wilde [Quality Group Leader, CMRR Project]. And there was some feedback
from the prior public meeting on questions related, as you, as you mentioned Joni [Arends], the Austin
Commercial, what we’re doing on installation. Their task is to provide you the rest of the story. What is
actually happening. Our methods of inspecting, not only the quality and maintaining safety at the project,
building in accordance with design, but to provide you evidence of how we perform those activities. And
that’s at that table.
[GIL DREXEL]
And Table Five is open table for settlement agreement parties.
[GIL DREXEL]
So, what I’d like to, ahm, basically promote to you is, participate with those subject matter experts. I do. I
work with them every day. I interface with them everyday. Um, those folks can answer your questions.
And if they cannot answer your questions, they will make note of it, again our website and some of the
products that we will provide to you, as far as copies of the slide presentation. If you want copies of the
information at the table, we can get that to you. Okay? [pause]
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[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible words]
[GIL DREXEL]
Yes?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Handing microphone to Joni Arends]
Here. Joni.
[JONI ARENDS]
Thank you. I would like to suggest one correction to your presentation. And that is, you compared the
NRC, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to the DNSB [Defense Nuclear Safety Board of the NNSA].
[GIL DREXEL]
The Defense Board, yes.
[JONI ARENDS]
Yes, the Defense Board. The Defense Board [Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board of the DOE] does
not have any regulatory power whatsoever.
[GIL DREXEL]
I agree with you there. But I compared their styles. Their styles are very similar. They are there to
challenge the requirements and how we are implementing them. And I’ve worked with them for about 28
years, so, they are very consistent. But you are absolutely right, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has
regulatory requi— um, authorization. The Defense Board is an overseer of NNSA and others. Um, I’ve
worked with them at, uh, again, Savannah River, Oak Ridge, Y-12, K-25, uh, but they’re, they’re tough.
They’re tough. They challenge the basis of design, challenge the basis of construction, how we’re gonna
start those facilities up, how we’re gonna operate ‘em. So, that was my comparison to the two.
[GIL DREXEL]
Thank you.
[JONI ARENDS, WITHOUT MICROPHONE]
[Inaudible] ... need to be clear, who has regulatory power.
[GIL DREXEL]
Okay. Thank you. So, with that, I’d like to invite you to, uh, participate in our table sessions.
[JONI ARENDS]
[Inaudible]
[GIL DREXEL]
And I’d like to thank you for coming to these meetings. Thank you.
[The meeting broke into informal information sessions with the subject matter experts.]
[The meeting resumed at 8:25 p.m.]
[CARL MOORE]
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First thing is that, uhm, here’s my name, phone number, email. [Points to flip chart where information is
written.] If anybody wants to communicate with me, those are the coordinates. Um, second thing is that,
um, the decision was made, based on previous meetings, to have these as the topics. Whether these are the
right topics, or additional topics, is something that at least one person is contributing ideas to, right there.
[Points to Joni writing on flip chart.] Um, I’d like to also hear from anybody else who has thoughts about
additional topics that future meetings ought to include for consideration. They may be imbedded there.
But let’s not assume that. Any thoughts of additional topics that six months from now that you would
really, really like to see as, at one of the tables, or somebody speaking to.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[CARL MOORE]
He asked.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[inaudible]
[Another uNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[CARL MOORE]
Well, and—
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[CARL MOORE]
—yes.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[CARL MOORE]
Yes. Say your name, too.
[ROGER SNODGRASS, LOS ALAMOS MONITOR]
Roger Snodgrass, Los Alamos Monitor. I had suggested that there be, for example, it would be useful to
hear from Los Alamos [National Laboratory] and NNSA a discussion of what they have actually heard
from DNSFB. How they take that. How they understand it. And, then, what they are going to do about it,
essentially.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[ROGER SNODGRASS]
DNFSB.
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[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible, off microphone]
[ROGER SNODGRASS]
Right. What are their concerns?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Regarding [inaudible words]?
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Yeah. Thank you.

[Brief gap as audiotape is being turned over.]
[ROGER SNODGRASS]
— You know, they’re great, they’re tough. We passed with flying colors. You know, to me, that is,
ya’know, that isn’t quite enough.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
[Inaudible]
[CARL MOORE]
Or at least learn those colors.
[ROGER SNODGRASS]
Yeah.
[CARL MOORE]
Okay. Any other topics that oughta be included at the next meeting? Yes sir?
[JAY COGHLAN]
I’m Jay Coghlan. Another suggested topic is, by that time, we should have a pretty good idea where it’s
going, budget-wise, with the continuing resolution. So just an update on the budget and forecast and what
it means.
[CARL MOORE]
Any others? Um, the other opportunity is that, if anybody wants to read anything into the official record,
they can do that by, they have that opportunity to do that? By reading it in right here, um, into this, uh?
Um, I’m sorry. [pause] [Inaudible words] Anything else? [pause] Thank you all for coming. Again, if you
have specific questions or concerns, I hope you wrote down my phone number. I’d be happy to hear it,
and I know others would as well. Um, good day.
[UNIDENTIFIED PERSON]
Thank you.
[Brief, light applause]
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I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript of the audiotape of the public meeting of the
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility Replacement Project on September 16, 2008, in the Fuller Lodge, Los
Alamos, New Mexico.
/s/ Morrison Bennett
October 3, 2008
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V. Presentation Slides
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VI. Round Table Notes
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PUBLIC MEETING
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility and Replacement (CMRR) Project
September 16, 2008

ROUND TABLE REQUESTS, QUESTIONS, & ANSWERS
Table 1 — Geotechnical, Structural, Seismic & Engineering
(Tom Whitacre, Mike Salmon, Cathy Flavin)
1.

2.

Q:

Don’t we need to better constrain the dacite properties used in the Update of LANL
Probabalistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (UPSHA)?

A:

Sure.

Q:

Why isn’t the Lab implementing the recommendations in Chapter 10 of the UPSHA? *

A:

We are looking at initiating new studies.

Table 2 — Project Information and Website
(Gil Drexel, Adam Orr)
1.

Request:

State gross square feet as well as laboratory square feet.

2.

Request:

Link to relevant sections on CMRR nuclear facility in the Complex Transformation
SPEIS.

3.

Request:

Link to “special nuclear materials consolidation business case” that is an official
reference document for the Complex Transformation SPEIS.

* Section Ten “Recommendations for Future Studies” submitted to the record – see next page.
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VII. Comments, Requests, &
Suggestions
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PUBLIC MEETING
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility and Replacement (CMRR) Project
September 16, 2008

GENERAL REQUESTS AND SUGGESTIONS
1.

Request:

Written responses to the March 2008 questions to Permittees from Interested Parties.

2.

Request:

Send link to CMRR website to Interested Parties.

3.

Request:

A copy of Mike Salmon’s seismic presentation to Chris Williams, Los Alamos
County Engineer, about comparison of the 20046 IBC standards to the seismic design
at LANL.
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PUBLIC MEETING
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility and Replacement (CMRR) Project
September 16, 2008

REQUESTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR TOPICS
TO BE COVERED AT FUTURE MEETINGS
Meeting Participants wrote the following requests for topics to be covered at future meetings on the flip
chart during and following the September 16, 2008 meeting:
1. Discussion of what the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board (DNFSB) is saying; what are their
concerns about the CMRR project?
2. Budget update and what it means.
3. Agenda preparation and presentation by Interested Parties.
4. Seismic Presentation by DNFSB at LANL for the RULOB [Radiological Laboratory, Utility, and
Office Building] and NF [the Nuclear Facility].
5. Written responses to March ’08 questions to questions from Interested Parties – if have not been
answered by Permittees.
6. Handouts of presentations available to the public at the meeting.
7. Please send the link to the CMRR website to the Interested Parties.
8. Update about 6 seismic recommendations per PSHA [Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment],
Section 10 – e.g.,
(a)
(b)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(f)

investigation of kappa
VS measurements of dacite
fault slip
trenching studies
mapping
hazard using NGA ground motion attenuation relationships

9. Update on air permit application for NF [the Nuclear Facility].
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VIII. Sign-In Sheet
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